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A variation principle which leads to the kinetic equation in a stochastic 
Markovian process is proposed. The variation function is the probability 
that a certain change of state occurs during a short time interval. Analogy 
between this variation procedure and the principle of minimum free 
energy in equilibrium statistical mechanics is pointed out. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
When the future of a physical system is predictable based on the knowledge 
of the present state only but not of the past history, the system is called 
Markovian. If stochastic effects intervene in the development of the system, 
the prediction will not be deterministic but the probability of occurrence of 
future states can be calculated if there is sufficient information about the 
nature of the stochastic processes. 
The present paper is concerned with such stochastic Markovian systems, 
and will show that the treatment of the problem is facilitated by the use of a 
variation principle. 
II. PATH PROBABILITY 
Consider a system whose states are labeled by i = 1, 2, *a*. We are inte- 
rested in the development in time of the states of the system. Because of the 
stochastic nature of the problem, the probabilistic state of the system at time t 
is described by a set of numbers {p,(t)}, such that p,(t) is the probability for 
finding the system in the state i at time t. This probability is best understood 
when we introduce the concept of an ensemble composed of a large number N 
of replicas of the system. Then the probability p,(t) means that out of N 
systems in the ensemble Np,(t) systems are in the ith state at time t; and thus 
the probabilistic state of one system is described by the distribution of states 
in the ensemble. The quantity p,(t) will be called the state probability para- 
meter and is normalized to unity. 
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It is customary to describe the stochastic change of state by means of 
{dp,(t)/dt}, and the so-called kinetic equations which connect {u’p,(t)/dt} 
with {p,(t)} and with the transition probabilities are written down based on 
physical arguments. A slightly different point of view will be taken in this 
paper. In equilibrium statistical mechanics, the stable state of a system can 
be derived from the variation principle which requires that the entropy of an 
isolated system is a maximum, or that the free energy is a minimum when the 
system is in contact with a heat bath. We now ask if there can be found a 
corresponding variation principle for irreversible processes such that the 
kinetic equations are derived as a consequence of the variation. 
First let us review the variation procedures in equilibrium statistical 
mechanics [l]. The most probable values of pi’s are determined by maximizing 
the probability that the distribution {p,} appears in the ensemble. This 
probability is made of two factors. The first one is the Boltzmann factor for 
the whole ensemble and can be interpreted as the a priori probability that 
one of the configurations (of the ensemble) described by the set {p,} is 
realized. It can be written as 
WP~ = n exp ([A - UW~)I NPJ (1) 
where Ei is the energy of the ith state and exp [h - (EJKT)] can be regarded 
as the a priori probability that the state i appears, exp (X) being the normaliza- 
tion factor and T the temperature of the heat bath. The second factor in the 
over-all probability for the ensemble is the number of configurations con- 
sistent with the probability distribution {p,} and is 
N! 
Gz{pi) = n,(Np,)! ’ (2) 
The most probable distribution is derived by maximizing the product of 
G, and G, with respect to pi’s. 
The irreversible case can be treated as a straightforward extension of the 
equilibrium theory. Since we are interested in the change of distribution 
in time, beside p,(t)‘s we introduce a set of parameters {P&t; t + T)}, 
which will be called the path parameters. (The change of state during a 
short time interval 7 is called a path.) Their meaning is that NPij,(t; t + T) 
denotes the number of systems (in the ensemble) that were in the state i at t 
and are in j at t + 7, the transition having occurred by way of the rth inter- 
action mechanism. The inclusion of the third subscript r indicates the 
possibility of different causes for the change of states; for example the system 
may be interacting with more than one heat reservoirs of different tempera- 
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tures. The state and path parameters satisfy the compatibility relations: 
(3) 
The path parameters are now used in introducing the concept of the 
conditional path probability 3{PijT(t; t + T)}. This is the probability 
that a path specified by the set of path parameters {P&t; t + T)] occurs 
given the initial state {p,(t)}. Probability theory tells us that 9 is written as a 
product of the following two factors: the probability 9, that one of the paths 
specified by the set {P,ir> occurs, and 9s the number of different paths 
specified by the same set {Pijr}. In order to write the first factor it is assumed 
that the a priori probability that a certain change of state occurs is known 
from other means (for example from quantum mechanics). When this infor- 
mation is given, 9i is not difficult to write down. In the previous example of 
the ensemble composed of N systems, 9r becomes 
where Oii, is the a priori probability that the change of state from i to j 
occurs per unit time by the rth mechanism, 1 - Tei is the a priori probability 
that the ith state stays unchanged during T, and NP,, is the number of systems 
(in the ensemble) which stays in the state i. The second factor ??a is derived 
as a simple extension of Eq. (2) as 
~?Pij,> = 
K (W,(t))! 
.lIi+ j,~ (NPij,)! l7i (Np,)! . (5) 
In more complicated problems, ??a is not easy to write down; however, we 
can find an approximate form of it for many problems as will be discussed 
later. 
When the expression of the path probability 9(Pij,(t; t +T)} is known, 
we propose the following variation procedure: 
The natural path which the system takes during a short time interval T 
is derived by maximizing the path probability 9{Pij,(t; t + T)} with respect 
to the path parameters {P&t; t + T)> keeping the initial state {p,(t)} fixed. 
The maximization determines the most probable values of the path 
parameters {Pij:(t; t + T)} for the natural path as a function of the initial 
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state {p,(t)}, and the use of {P,,:} in Eq. (3) leads to the kinetic equations 
which connects {p,(t + T)} with {p,(t)}. I n simple examples it can be shown 
that the equation thus derived agrees with the kinetic equation written down 
based on physical argument [4]. 
It should be noted here that Onsager [2, 31 proposed a variation principle 
which says that the “minimum dissipation of energy” leads to the kinetic 
equations which describe how the system changes. His principle, however, 
is limited to the case when the deviation from the equilibrium state is small 
and is also derived from macroscopic thermodynamic point of view. His 
principle may be interpreted as a special case of the variation procedure 
reported in the present paper. 
The variation principle proposed above is particularly useful when the 
kinetic equations are not easy to write down on an intuitive basis, for instance 
for irreversible processes occurring in cooperative systems [6-81. In these 
cases the cluster-variation technique [9, lo] can be utilized in writing the 
second factor ?Ya of the path probability approximately, and the variation 
procedure leads to useful results. 
III. PATH FOR FINITE TIME INTERVAL 
The path probability g{Pij,(t; t + T)} contains all the information con- 
cerning the irreversible processes occurring in the system. It not only gives 
the natural path which the conventional kinetic equation describes, but also 
it can describe the fluctuation from the natural path. 
For instance, if the final state {pj(t -+ T)} is fixed as well as the initial 
state {p,(t)} and then 9 is varied with respect to {PijV), we obtain the con- 
ditional probability for the fluctuating path of going from the state $i(t)} to 
{pj(t + T)}. We may write this 9 as Y(“)[&(t)}; {pj(t + T)}]. This is the 
quantity which Onsager and Machlup [3] calculated under restricted con- 
ditions. The knowledge of this general conditional probability allows us to 
calculate the probability for any path for a finite time interval as a product 
of CP)‘s; namely we may write 
~[‘h(t)>; bi(t + 7)); bi(t + 241, -*I 
= I-I g(“‘[{P,(t + nT>>; b,(t + (n + 1) T>>l* (6) 
n 
In the limit of infinitesimal 7, the product approaches an integral form so 
that we may write 
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This integral form is used in calculating the probability for the fluctuated 
state in a nonequilibrium steady state and the autocorrelation functions 
[ll, 121. For this purpose the functional equation technique of Bellman 
[13, 141 is useful. 
It is instructive to notice that a concept similar to the path probability 
g{Pij,(t; t + T)} has already been utilized in one-dimensional cooperative 
phenomena [9]. We may consider the following correspondences : the time t 
is regarded as the length along the one-dimension, 7 the lattice constant, 
and i denotes a state at the lattice point “t.” Then p,(t) is the probability 
that the state i appears at the point t and pijr(t; t + 7) the probability that the 
bond connecting the pair of lattice points at positions t and t + 7 takes 
the configuration specified by ijr. The previous publication [9] explains 
how the conditional path probability 3 is constructed for this one-dimen- 
sional problem. There the quantity corresponding to 3 is nothing but one 
of the terms in the partition function, and the maximization of CY corresponds 
to the minimization of the free energy. 
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